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Welcome to the Michel 
Thomas Method
Congratulations on purchasing the truly remarkable way to 
learn a language. With the Michel Thomas Method there’s no 
reading, no writing and no homework. Just sit back, absorb, and 
soon you’ll be speaking another language with confidence. 

The Michel Thomas Method works by breaking a language 
down into its component parts and enabling you to 
reconstruct the language yourself – to form your own 
sentences and to say what you want, when you want. By 
learning the language in small steps, you can build it up yourself 
to produce ever more complicated sentences.

Perfected over 25 years, the all-audio Michel Thomas Method 
has been used by millions of people around the world.

Now it’s your turn.

To get started, simply insert CD 1 and press ‘play’!
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2 About Michel Thomas
Michel Thomas (1914–2005) was a gifted linguist who 
mastered more than ten languages in his lifetime and became 
famous for teaching much of Hollywood’s ‘A’ list how to speak 
a foreign language. Film stars such as Woody Allen, Emma 
Thompson and Barbra Streisand paid thousands of dollars each 
for face-to-face lessons.

Michel, a Polish Jew, developed his method after discovering 
the untapped potential of the human mind during his traumatic 
wartime experiences. The only way he survived this period 
of his life, which included being captured by the Gestapo, was 
by concentrating and placing his mind beyond the physical. 
Fascinated by this experience, he was determined that 
after the war he would devote himself to exploring further 
the power of the human mind, and so dedicated his life to 
education. 

In 1947, he moved to Los Angeles and set up the Michel 
Thomas Language Centers, from where he taught languages for 
over fifty years in New York, Beverly Hills and London.  

Michel Thomas died at his home in New York City on Saturday 
8th January 2005. He was 90 years old.



3Total Japanese index

Japanese is written in several scripts: Kanji (an ideographic system, 
using characters of Chinese origin), Hiragana and Katakana 
(syllabaries, in which a single character represents the sound of 
a syllable). Ro-maji (the Japanese language in the Romanised Latin 
alphabet) is used by foreign students of Japanese who have yet to 
master the Japanese scripts and by Japanese native speakers when 
using computer and other keyboards. In this track listing we use the 
Ro-maji script. 

CD1 Track 1
Introduction
Pronouncing Japanese. Japanese words in English: kimono; karate; 
karaoke. English words in Japanese are adjusted to Japanese speech 
patterns: kamera ‘camera’; dejikame ‘digital camera’; hoteru ‘hotel’; aisu 
kurı-mu ‘ice cream’; ko-hı- ‘coffee’; T. shatsu ‘T-shirt’.

CD1 Track 2 
o kudasai ‘please may I have’; aisu kurı-mu o kudasai ‘Ice cream may 
I have’ = ‘May I have an ice cream, please?’ In Japanese, you don’t 
need words for ‘a’ or ‘the’. sumimasen ‘excuse me’; sumimasen aisu 
kurı-mu o kudasai ‘Excuse me, may I have an ice cream, please?’
kore ‘this’; sore ‘that’; are ‘that over there’; sumimasen kore o kudasai 
‘Excuse me, please may I have this?’
hai ‘yes’; do-zo ‘go ahead’

CD1 Track 3 
tabemasu ‘to eat; I eat; she eats; he eats; you eat’: aisu kurı-mu o 
tabemasu ‘Ice cream [o] eat’ = ‘I eat ice cream’.
sandoicchi ‘sandwich’
kore o tabemasu ‘This [o] eat’ = ‘I eat this’.
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This -masu form of Japanese verbs also covers the sense of ‘will’ (the 
future): kore o tabemasu ‘I will eat this’.
nomimasu ‘to drink; ‘I/you/he etc. drink/will drink’: ko-hı- o nomimasu 
‘Coffee [o] drink’ = ‘I drink coffee’.
ju-su ‘juice’; bı-ru ‘beer’

CD1 Track 4 
ashita ‘tomorrow’: ashita ko-hı- o nomimasu ‘Tomorrow coffee 
[o] drink’ = ‘I will drink coffee tomorrow’ – the time expression 
generally comes first in a Japanese sentence. ashita ko-hı- o nomimasu 
could also mean ‘You will drink coffee tomorrow’, ‘He will drink 
coffee tomorrow’, ‘They will drink coffee tomorrow’ and so on, as 
the Japanese -masu verb form can refer to any person as the doer 
of the action of the verb, but in this track listing we will give the 
English translation with the person who was mentioned on the 
recording. 
sushi ‘rice with vinegar’: ashita sushi o tabemasu ‘I will eat sushi 
tomorrow’.

CD1 Track 5 
ka = spoken question mark: sushi o tabemasu ka ‘Sushi [o] eat 
[question mark]’ = ‘Do you / Will you eat sushi?’ hai, tabemasu 
‘Yes, I eat’ = ‘Yes, I do / will eat it’ (no word for ‘it’ in this sort of 
expression).

CD1 Track 6 
tokidoki ‘sometimes’: tokidoki sushi o tabemasu ‘Sometimes I eat sushi’.
mainichi ‘every day’: mainichi ko-hı- o nomimasu ‘Every day I drink 
coffee’.



5CD1 Track 7 
mimasu ‘to watch, look, see; I watch, look, see; I will watch, look, see’.
terebi ‘television’: mainichi terebi o mimasu ‘Every day television [o] 
watch’ = ‘I watch television every day’: o is a marker to show which 
item in a sentence has the action done to it.
ashita terebi o mimasu ‘I will watch television tomorrow’; mainichi 
terebi o mimasu ka ‘Do you watch television every day?’

CD1 Track 8 
iie ‘no’:  iie, sandoicchi o tabemasu ‘No, I will eat a sandwich / 
sandwiches’. In general there is no distinction in Japanese between 
singular and plural forms, so sandoicchi means both ‘sandwich’ and 
‘sandwiches’. In this track listing we will give the English translation 
with the singular or plural form according to what was said on the 
recording. 
konban ‘this evening, tonight’: konban sushi o tabemasu ka ‘Will you 
eat sushi tonight?’

CD1 Track 9 
soshite ‘and’ (to link sentences): ashita terebi o mimasu. Soshite sushi o 
tabemasu ‘Tomorrow I will watch television. And I will eat sushi’.

CD1 Track 10
konban terebi o mimasu ka ‘Will you watch television tonight?’ 
mainichi terebi o mimasu ka ‘Do you watch television every day?’ 
hai, mimasu ‘Yes, I do (watch)’. 

CD1 Track 11
yomimasu ‘to read’
manga ‘comic book’: manga o yomimasu ka ‘Do you read comic 
books?’
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nani ‘what’: nani o tabemasu ka ‘What [marker o] eat [question 
mark]’ = ‘What will you eat?’ konban nani o tabemasu ka ‘What will 
you eat tonight?’

CD1 Track 12
To form the negative, the ‘not’ or ‘don’t / doesn’t’ part of the verb, 
we remove the - masu ending and replace it by -masen: tabemasu ‘I 
eat’; tabemasen ‘I don’t eat’. This form also covers the future: konban 
terebi o mimasen ‘Tonight television [marker o] not watch’ = ‘I won’t 
watch television tonight’.
manga o yomimasu ka ‘Do you read comic books?’ iie yomimasen 
‘No, I don’t read (them)’ = ‘No, I don’t’.

CD1 Track 13
kaimasu ‘to buy’: ashita kamera o kaimasu ‘Tomorrow I’ll buy / I’m 
going to buy a camera’.
The way the Japanese language is used shows respect. The -masu 
verbs show politeness. If we use the negative (-masen) part of the 
verb with the question marker ka we are in fact making a polite 
suggestion: sushi o tabemasen ka ‘Sushi [marker o] not eat [question 
mark]’ = ‘Won’t you eat sushi?’ = ‘Would you like to eat (some) 
sushi?’ 

CD1 Track 14
eiga ‘film, movie’: eiga o mimasen ka ‘Won’t you / Would you like to 
watch a film?’
konsa-to ‘concert’: konban konsa-to o mimasen ka ‘Won’t you watch a 
concert tonight?’

CD2 Track 1
dore ‘which’: dore o kaimasu ka ‘Which [marker o] buy [question 
mark]’ = ‘Which will you buy?’



7CD2 Track 2 
desu ‘is; it is’: ko-hı- desu ‘It is coffee’ (we don’t use the marker o with 
desu because desu doesn’t indicate an action).
ko-hı- desu ka ‘Is it coffee?’
nan desu ka ‘What is (it) [question mark]’ = ‘What is it?’ (nani ‘what’ 
is shortened to nan before desu ‘is’).
desu also covers the plural verb form ‘are’: manga desu = ‘It is a 
comic book’ or ‘They are comic books’ (no word for ‘it’ or ‘they’ in 
this context).
suki desu ‘I (etc.) like’, literally: suki ‘likeable’, desu ‘it is’: ‘likeable it is’ = 
‘I (etc.) like’.
kara = indication of reason, so can be translated by ‘so, therefore’: 
suki desu kara kaimasu ‘Likeable (it) is therefore buy’ = ‘I like it 
therefore I’ll buy it’. In Japanese we give the reason first, then the 
result, so ‘I’ll buy it because I like it’ is also suki desu kara kaimasu. 

CD2 Track 3 
suki desu kara konban manga o yomimasu ‘I like it therefore I’ll 
read the comic book tonight’; suki desu kara ko-hı- o kudasai ‘I like it 
therefore may I have some coffee?’ 

CD2 Track 4 
omoshiroi ‘interesting’: omoshiroi desu ka ‘Is it interesting?’ omoshiroi 
desu kara terebi o mimasu ‘It is interesting so I’ll watch television’; 
omoshiroi desu kara ashita eiga o mimasu ‘It’s interesting therefore I’ll 
watch a / the film tomorrow’.

CD2 Track 5 
oishii ‘delicious’: oishii desu ka ‘Is it delicious?’; oishii desu kara konban 
tabemasu ‘It’s delicious so I’ll eat it tonight’.
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do-shite ‘why’: do-shite manga o yomimasu ka ‘Why comic books 
[marker o] read [question mark]’ = ‘Why do you read comic books?’ 
omoshiroi desu kara ‘They are interesting therefore’ = ‘Because they 
are interesting’: kara, the word which we use to give a reason, can 
also mean ‘because’. do-shite kaimasu ka ‘Why are you going to buy 
it?’ suki desu kara ‘Because I like it’.

CD2 Track 7 
omoshiroi konsa-to ‘an interesting concert’; oishii ko-hı- desu ka ‘Is it (a) 
delicious coffee?’ 

CD2 Track 8 
zehi ‘certainly’
konban omoshiroi eiga o mimasen ka ‘Tonight interesting film [marker 
o] not watch [question mark]’ = ‘Won’t you watch an interesting 
film tonight?’ = ‘Would you like to watch an interesting film tonight?’ 
hai, zehi ‘Yes, certainly’ = Yes, I would’.

CD2 Track 9 
kare ‘he’; kanojo ‘she’ – as ‘he’ and ‘she’ these are needed only for 
clarification or emphasis.
to ‘with’. to is a marker which follows the word it belongs with: 
kare to ‘he with’ = ‘with him’; kare to eiga o mimasu ‘He with film 
[marker o] watch’ = ‘I will watch a film with him’; kanojo to konban eiga 
o mimasu / konban kanojo to eiga o mimasu ‘I will watch a film with her 
tonight’ (the order of kanojo to and konban can be interchanged). 
oishii covers sense of ‘nice’, i.e. when ‘nice’ means ‘delicious’. 

CD2 Track 10
To make a suggestion in Japanese, in English ‘Let’s …’, take off the 
-masu ending from the verb and replace by -masho- : mimasho- ‘let’s 
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watch’: eiga o mimasho-  ‘Film [marker o] let’s watch’ = ‘Let’s watch 
a film’.

CD2 Track 11
shimasu ‘to do / to play’; gorufu ‘golf ’; tokidoki gorufu o shimasu 
‘Sometimes golf [marker o] play’ = ‘I sometimes play golf ’; konban 
gorufu o shimasho- ‘Let’s play golf tonight’.
tenisu ‘tennis’; konban tenisu o shimasen ka ‘Tonight tennis [marker o] 
not play [question mark]’ ‘Won’t you play tennis tonight?’
shigoto ‘work’: shigoto o shimasu ‘Work [marker o] do’ = ‘I work’; 
kanojo to shigoto o shimasu ‘I work with her’.

CD2 Track 12
To say ‘shall we’, we use the question mark word ka with the verb 
suggestion form -masho- : shigoto o shimasho- ka ‘Work [marker o] 
let’s do [question mark]’ = ‘Shall we work?’

CD2 Track 13
ashita shigoto o shimasu kara konban gorufu o shimasho- ka 
‘Tomorrow we will work therefore shall we play golf tonight?’
rirakkusu o shimasu ‘relax [marker o] do’ = ‘to relax’: rirakkusu o 
shimasho- ka ‘Shall we relax?’

CD3 Track 1
ikimasu ‘to go’; ikimasen ‘I don’t / won’t go’; ikimasen ka ‘Won’t you 
go?’ = ‘Would you like to go?’; ikimasho- ka ‘Shall we go?’; ikimasho-

‘Let’s go’.
To-kyo- ‘Tokyo’; Rondon ‘London’; Nyu- Yo-ku ‘New York’; Nihon ‘Japan’ 
from ni = ‘day, sun’; hon = ‘root, source’ so ‘the root of the sun’, or 
‘Land of the Rising Sun’. 
The word for ‘to’ (‘to’ a place) is placed after the place. The word, or 
marker, for ‘to’ is ni: To-kyo- ni ikimasu ‘Tokyo to go’ = ‘I go to Tokyo’; 
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Nihon ni ikimasu ka ‘Japan to go [question mark]’ = ‘Will you go to 
Japan?’

CD3 Track 2 
Word order in sentences with time expressions and places: either 
the time expression or the place can come first: mainichi Rondon 
ni ikimasu / Rondon ni mainichi ikimasu ‘I go to London every 
day’. Similarly the position of a phrase describing how something 
happens, e.g. kare to ‘with him’, is flexible. But the markers (ni, to) 
must be after the words they belong to and the verb must go at 
the end.

CD3 Track 3 
koko ‘this place’ = ‘here’; soko ‘that place’ = ‘there’; asoko ‘that place 
over there’ = ‘over there’
ashita soko ni ikimasu ‘Tomorrow there to go’ = ‘I will go there 
tomorrow’.

CD3 Track 4 
mainichi shigoto ni ikimasu ‘Every day work to go’ = ‘I go to work 
every day’.
nemui ‘sleepy’: nemui desu ‘Sleepy be’ = ‘I am / you are / he is (etc.) 
sleepy’; nemui desu ka ‘Sleepy be [question mark]’ = ‘Are you sleepy?’ 
konban nemui desu kara ashita shigoto ni ikimasen ‘I am sleepy 
tonight therefore I won’t go to work tomorrow’.

CD3 Track 5 
ga ‘but’. To contrast the ‘but’ – ‘every day … but tomorrow …’ 
– Japanese uses a marker wa, placed after the contrasting word: 
mainichi shigoto ni ikimasu ga ashita wa rirakkusu o shimasu 
‘Every day I go to work but tomorrow I’ll relax’.
nemui also covers sense of English ‘tired’: mainichi shigoto ni ikimasu 
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ga nemui desu kara ashita wa ikimasen ‘I go to work every day but 
because I am tired I am not going tomorrow’. 

CD3 Track 6 
If we want to stress or clarify the person doing the action, the word 
for the person is followed by the marker wa: kare wa tabemasu ‘He 
[marker wa] eat’ = ‘He eats’. If we say both a time expression and 
the person doing the action, the word order is flexible: ashita kare 
wa / kare wa ashita shigoto ni ikimasu ‘He goes to work tomorrow’.
If we have a sentence with two halves, and the same person is 
doing the action in both halves, we don’t need to repeat the person 
in the second half of the sentence: kare wa nemui desu kara konban 
shigoto ni ikimasen ‘He’s sleepy so he’s not going to work tonight’. 

CD3 Track 7 
doko ni ‘where to’ = ‘to where’: doko ni ikimasu ka ‘Where to go 
[question mark]’ = ‘Where are you going?’; kare wa doko ni ikimasu 
ka ‘Where is he going?’
doko desu ka ‘Where be [question mark]’ = ‘Where is it?’

CD3 Track 8 
To convey the sense of ‘want’ we put the ending -tai desu (‘want 
is’) onto the verb, having taken off the -masu ending: tenisu o shitai 
desu ‘Tennis [marker o] play want is’= ‘I want to play tennis’; nani o 
nomitai desu ka ‘What do you want to drink?’; dore o kaitai desu ka 
‘Which do you want to buy?’
do-shite hoteru ni ikitai desu ka ‘Why do you want to go to a hotel?’

CD3 Track 9 
depa-to ‘department store’; sake ‘rice wine’
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manga o kaitai desu kara depa-to ni ikimasu ‘Because I want to buy a 
comic book / I want to buy a comic book therefore I’m going to the 
department store’. 
shimasu also has sense of ‘to make’; denwa ‘phone’; denwa o shimasu 
‘Phone [marker o] to make’ = ‘I make a phone call’.

CD3 Track 11
We also use the marker ni about a person: kanojo ni denwa o 
shimasu ‘She to phone [marker o] make’ = ‘I make a phone call 
to her’ = ‘I ring /call her’; konban kare ni / kare ni konban denwa o 
shimasho- ka ‘Shall we ring / call him tonight?’; nemui desu kara kanojo 
ni denwa o shimasen ‘Because I’m sleepy I won’t phone her tonight / 
I’m sleepy therefore I won’t phone her tonight’. 

CD3 Track 12
kare ni denwa o shitai desu ga nemui desu kara konban (kare ni) 
denwa o shimasen ‘I want to phone / call him but I’m sleepy so I 
won’t phone / call him tonight’.

CD4 Track 1
Japanese sentence order: the verb goes at the end; the time 
expression and the doer of the action, followed by the marker wa 
(if needed for stress or clarification), are interchangeable, at the 
beginning of the sentence. The other information is fairly flexible 
as to order because the markers tell us what function the nouns 
(people, items or places) carry out in the sentence. 

CD4 Track 2 
tomodachi ‘friend’: tomodachi to ikimasu ‘Friend with go’ = ‘I go with 
my friend’ – we don’t need to say ‘my’ if it’s clear from the context. 
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tomodachi wa nemui desu kara ashita soko ni ikimasen ‘My friend is 
tired so she’s not going there tomorrow’.

CD4 Track 3 
Layers of politeness in Japanese: ryo-shin ‘parents’; to be respectful 
about someone else’s parents add go-: go-ryo-shin ‘his / her / your 
parents’. 
ashita ryo-shin wa / ryo-shin wa ashita soko ni ikimasu ‘My parents will 
go there tomorrow’; go-ryo-shin wa ashita soko ni ikimasu ka ‘Will 
your parents go there tomorrow?’

CD4 Track 4 
go-ryo-shin wa doko ni ikimasu ka ‘[Respectful go-] parents where to 
go [question mark]’ = ‘Where are your parents going?’
Fuji-san ‘Mount Fuji’: Fuji-san o mitai desu kara ‘Because they want to 
see Mount Fuji’. 
watashi ‘I’; anata ‘you’ – as ‘I’ and ‘you’ these are needed only for 
clarification or emphasis: watashi wa Nyu- Yo-ku ni ikimasu ‘I [marker 
wa] New York to go’ = ‘I’ll go to New York’.
We add -san after a name to be polite: Tanaka-san wa kamera o 
kaimasu ‘Tanaka [polite san] [marker wa] camera [marker o] buy’ 
= ‘Mr Tanaka will buy a camera’. You never use san after your own 
name.
Japanese word order: a Japanese sentence can be thought of as a 
string of nouns, followed by markers, with the verb at the end – but 
as desu ‘to be’ isn’t a verb, we don’t need a marker after the noun in 
a sentence when desu immediately follows the noun.

CD4 Track 5 
The marker no is like the ‘apostrophe s’ construction in English, or 
it has a meaning like that of ‘of ’ in English. It links two nouns: koko 
no sushi ‘Here’s sushi’ = ‘The sushi from here’; koko no sushi wa oishii 
desu ‘The sushi from here is delicious’. We need the marker wa in 
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this desu sentence because we’re saying more about the sushi, not 
just sushi desu ‘It is sushi’, and so desu doesn’t immediately follow 
the noun: oishii comes between the noun and desu.
soko no manga o yomitai desu ‘I want to read a comic from there’.

CD4 Track 6 
koko no ko-hı- o nomimasho- ka ‘Shall we drink some coffee from 
here?’
repo-to ‘report’: Suzuki-san no repo-to o yomimasho- ‘Let’s read Miss 
Suzuki’s report’.
koko no hoteru no ko-hı- ‘Here’s hotel’s coffee’ = ‘The coffee from 
the hotel here’; koko no hoteru no ko-hı- o nomimasho- ‘Let’s drink the 
coffee from the hotel here’. 

CD4 Track 7 
hoteru wa doko desu ka ‘Hotel [marker wa] where be [question 
mark]’ = ‘Where is the hotel?’: wa is used because we’re flagging up 
that it’s the hotel we’re asking about. 
We also use the marker no to give the sense of ‘my’, ‘your’ etc.: 
watashi no ‘my’; anata no ‘your’; kare no ‘his’; kanojo no ‘her’: kare no 
manga wa doko desu ka ‘Where is his comic book?’ koko desu ‘It’s 
here’;  kare no manga wa koko desu ‘His comic book is here’.

CD4 Track 8 
Nihon no terebi ‘Japan’s TV’ = ‘A Japanese TV’; Rondon no depa-to 
‘A London department store’.
keitai (denwa) ‘mobile (phone) / cellphone’ – we can leave out 
denwa: watashi no keitai desu ‘It’s my mobile / cellphone’.
arigato- ‘thanks’; arigato- gozaimasu ‘thank you very much’
watashi no keitai wa doko desu ka ‘I of mobile / cellphone [marker 
wa] where be [question mark]’ = ‘Where’s my mobile phone?’
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CD4 Track 9 
tasukarimashita ‘you’ve helped me’ = ‘thank you’. This ending 
-mashita indicates the past tense: tabemasu ‘I eat’; tabemashita ‘I ate’.
kino- ‘yesterday’: kino- kanojo wa tomodachi to tenisu o shimashita 
‘Yesterday she played tennis with her friend’.

CD4 Track 10
kino- (watashi wa) gorufu o shimashita ga ashita wa shigoto o shimasu 
‘Yesterday I played golf but tomorrow I will work’. 
kyo- ‘today’

CD5 Track 1
kino- shigoto o shimashita ga kyo- wa rirakkusu o shimasu ‘Yesterday I 
worked but today I will relax’. 
nani o shimashita ka ‘What did you do?’; doko ni ikimashita ka 
‘Where did you go?’
resutoran ‘restaurant’: asoko no resutoran ni ikimashita ‘I went to the 
restaurant over there’.
suki desu kara kaimashita ‘Likeable it is therefore I bought’ = 
‘I bought it because I like it’.

CD5 Track 2 
The past tense of desu is deshita: kanojo wa tomodachi deshita ‘She 
was a friend’. 
The past negative of -masu verbs is -masen deshita: tabemasen 
deshita ‘don’t eat was’ = ‘I didn’t eat’: tabemasen ‘I don’t eat’; 
tabemasen deshita ‘I didn’t eat’. 
watashi wa kino- terebi o mimasen deshita ‘I didn’t watch TV 
yesterday’. 
suki deshita ga kino- sore o kaimasen deshita ‘I liked it but I didn’t buy 
that yesterday’.
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shu- ‘week’; nichi ‘day’; mainichi ‘every day’; maishu- ‘every week’; 
maishu- kare wa Rondon ni / kare wa Rondon ni maishu- ikimasu ‘He 
goes to London every week’. 
Japanese word order: the doer of the action needs to be said 
before the item that has the action done to it, and if the action is 
a verb of motion, the person doing the action needs to be said 
before the place that the person is going to.

CD5 Track 4 
maishu- Rondon ni ikimasu ga kyo- wa ikimasen ‘Every week I go to 
London but today I’m not going’. 
senshu- ‘last week’: senshu- soko no hoteru ni ikimashita ‘Last week 
there [linking marker no] hotel to go’ = ‘Last week I went to a/the 
hotel there’. 
raishu- ‘next week’: raishu- kanojo wa kare to soko ni ikimasu ‘Next 
week she will go there with him’. 

CD5 Track 5 
suki desu kara raishu- Rondon ni ikitai desu ‘Likeable it is therefore 
next week London to go want is’ = ‘I want to go to London next 
week because I like it’.

CD5 Track 6 
kino- To-kyo- ni ikimashita ga kyo- wa Fuji-san ni ikimasu ‘I went to Tokyo 
yesterday but today I will go to Mount Fuji’.

CD5 Track 7 
Japanese word order: watashi wa terebi o tomodachi to / tomodachi 
to terebi o mimasu ‘I watch television with a friend’.
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CD5 Track 8 
The marker de is used to indicate the place where something 
happens, e.g. hoteru de ‘in the hotel’: hoteru de yomimasu ‘I read in 
the hotel’.
uchi ‘home’; uchi de ‘in the home; at home’: uchi de tabemasu ‘I eat at 
home’; resutoran de tabemasu ‘I eat at a restaurant’; soko de tabemasu 
‘There at I eat’ = ‘I eat there’; soko de tabemashita ‘I ate there’. 
kare wa Rondon no depa-to de kamera o kaimasu ‘He buys / will buy a 
camera in a London department store’. 

CD5 Track 9 
kare wa Nihon no hoteru de sushi o tomodachi to tabemasu ‘He eats 
sushi with a friend at a Japanese hotel’. 
densha ‘train’: densha de yomimasu ‘She reads on the train’.
hon ‘book’: densha de Nihon no hon o yomimasu ‘She reads a 
Japanese book on the train’.

CD6 Track 1
doko desu ka ‘Where is it?’; doko de kaimashita ka ‘Where at bought 
[question mark]’ = ‘Where did you buy it?’; doko ni ikimashita ka 
‘Where to went [question mark]’ = ‘Where did you go?’
dokonimo ‘to nowhere’. This is always used with the verb in the 
negative: dokonimo ikimasen deshita ‘To nowhere not went’ = ‘I went 
nowhere; I didn’t go anywhere’; do-shite konban dokonimo ikimasen ka 
‘Why tonight to nowhere not go [question mark]’ = ‘Why are you 
not going anywhere tonight?’

CD6 Track 2
nanimo ‘nothing’: used with the verb in the negative: nanimo 
shimasen ‘Nothing not do’ = ‘I do nothing, I don’t do anything’. 
nanimo doesn’t need the o marker because the -mo at the end of 
nanimo has replaced it. 
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kino- dokonimo ikimasen deshita ga ashita wa Rondon ni ikimasu 
‘Yesterday he didn’t go anywhere but tomorrow he will go to 
London’;  
kino- nanimo tabemasen deshita ga kyo- wa sushi o tabetai desu 
‘Yesterday I didn’t eat anything but today I want to eat sushi’; senshu- 
Rondon ni ikimashita ga kyo- wa nemui desu kara dokonimo ikimasen 
‘Last week I went to London but today I’m tired so I’m not going 
anywhere’.

CD6 Track 4
uchi de ‘at home’. The marker de also means ‘by, with, by means of ’, 
as in ‘with a pen’, ‘by train’. This is a different ‘with’ from the marker 
to, which means ‘in the company of ’: kare to ‘with him’. 
hashi ‘chopsticks’; hashi de tabemasu ‘I eat with chopsticks’.
naifu ‘knife’; fo-ku ‘fork’; naifu to fo-ku; ‘knife and fork’; naifu to fo-ku de 
‘with a knife and fork’. We use the marker to to mean ‘and’ when we 
want to link two nouns. If we want to say ‘and’ to link two sentences, 
we use soshite: sushi o tabemasu. Soshite bı-ru o nomimasu. ‘I eat sushi. 
And I drink beer’. 
hashi de uchi de tabemasu ‘I eat with chopsticks at home’; kare wa 
naifu to fo-ku de tabemasu ‘He eats with a knife and fork’. 

CD6 Track 5
In polite company, the Japanese sometimes use o before certain 
words: ohashi ‘chopsticks’; osushi ‘sushi’; kanojo wa osushi o ohashi de 
tabemasu ‘She eats sushi with chopsticks’; osake ‘sake’.
densha de ‘by train’: watashi wa densha de Rondon ni ikimasu ‘I go to 
London by train’; basu ‘bus’; basu de ‘by bus’.
kimasu ‘to come’: kare wa resutoran ni kimasu ‘He comes to the 
restaurant’.
takushı- ‘taxi’: kanojo wa tomodachı- to takushı- de hoteru ni kimasu ‘She 
comes to the hotel by taxi with a friend’.
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CD6 Track 6
hanashimasu ‘to speak’: kanojo wa denwa de hanashimasu ‘She by 
means of the phone speak’ = ‘She speaks on the phone’; kare wa 
denwa de tomodachi to hanashimasu ‘He speaks with his friend on 
the phone’; watashi to ‘with me’: ryo-shin wa watashi to denwa de 
hanashimasu ‘My parents speak with me on the phone’.
We can add o to denwa to show more politeness: kanojo wa odenwa 
de hanashimasu ‘She speaks on the phone’.
denwa de hanashimasu ‘to speak on the phone’; (o)denwa o shimasu 
‘to make a phone call’: kare wa odenwa o shimashita ‘He made a 
phone call’.

CD6 Track 7
We convey the concept of ‘while’ by replacing the -masu ending 
of the verb with -nagara: yominagara tabemasu ‘I read while I eat’; 
tabenagara terebi o mimasu ‘I eat while I watch TV, I eat while 
watching TV’; hanashinagara gorufu o shimasu ‘I talk while I play golf ’. 
The -nagara ending is added to the first verb. 

CD6 Track 8
wain ‘wine’: wain o nominagara hanashimasu ‘I drink wine while I talk’.
The -nagara ending can only be used if the same person is doing 
both actions: nominagara shigoto o shimashita ‘I drank while I worked, 
I drank while working’; shigoto o shinagara nomimashita ‘I worked 
while I drank, I worked while drinking’. 

CD6 Track 9
-go ‘language’. We add this to the name of the country to get the 
language: Nihongo ‘Japanese (language)’.
Furansu ‘France’: Furansugo ‘French (language)’. 
Nihongo o hanashimasu ‘Japanese language [marker o] speak’ = ‘He 
speaks Japanese’.
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Eigo ‘English (language)’: Eigo o hanashimasu ‘He speaks English’.
Nihongo o hanashimasen ‘He doesn’t speak Japanese’; (o)denwa de 
Nihongo o hanashimasu ‘I speak Japanese on the phone’. 

CD6 Track 10
Eigo de ‘by means of English, in English’. Nihongo o hanashimasu ‘I 
speak Japanese’; Nihongo de hanashimasu ‘I speak in Japanese’.
Eigo o hanashimasu ga Tanaka-san to Nihongo de hanashimasu ‘I 
speak English but with Mr Tanaka I speak in Japanese’; Nihongo de 
hanashimasho- ka ‘Shall we speak in Japanese?’

CD7 Track 1
To specify what we like, or what is likeable (using suki desu), we use 
the marker ga. This is a different use of ga from when it means ‘but’. 
Nihon ga suki desu ‘Japan [marker ga] likeable is’ = ‘I like Japan’; Nihongo 
ga suki desu ‘I like Japanese (language)’; osushi ga suki desu ‘I like sushi’.
When we say the person who does the liking, or for whom the 
item is likeable, we put the marker wa after the person: kare wa 
gorufu ga suki desu ‘He [marker wa] golf [marker ga] likeable is’ = 
‘He likes golf ’.
kirai desu ‘hateful is’ = ‘I (etc.) hate, dislike’. (This is a very strong 
expression, which shouldn’t be used about people.) watashi wa sushi 
ga kirai desu ‘I [marker wa] sushi [marker ga] hateful is’ = ‘As for me, 
sushi is hateful’ = ‘I don’t like sushi’. 

CD7 Track 2
tenisu ga suki desu kara soko ni ikitai desu ‘I like tennis so I want to 
go there’. 
When we say ‘I like’ or ‘I dislike’ in Japanese we’re not using -masu 
verbs: suki desu and kirai desu mean ‘likeable (it) is’ and ‘hateful (it) is’. 
So we don’t use the marker o to indicate what it is we like or hate; 
instead we use the marker ga: kore ga kirai desu kara sore o tabetai 
desu ‘I dislike this so I want to eat that’. 
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CD7 Track 3
terebi ga kirai desu kara manga o yominagara kore o tabemasu ‘I 
dislike TV so I’ll read a comic book while I eat this’.

CD7 Track 4
koko no resutoran ga suki desu kara shigoto o shinagara koko de 
tabemashita ‘Because I like the restaurants round here I ate here 
while I worked’. 

CD7 Track 5
jo-zu desu ‘to be good at’: kanojo wa Nihongo ga jo-zu desu ‘She 
[marker wa] Japanese language [marker ga] good at be’ = ‘As for 
her, at Japanese she is good’ = ‘She is good at Japanese’. 
heta desu ‘to be bad at’: tenisu ga heta desu ‘I’m bad at tennis’.
When we contrast two things we use wa as a highlighter : kino- soko 
ni ikimashita ga ashita wa To-kyo- ni ikimasu ‘Yesterday I went there 
but tomorrow I will go to Tokyo’. Similarly, when we contrast 
something that someone is good at with what they are bad at, or 
something that someone likes with what they dislike, we change 
the ga marker to wa for the second item: gorufu ga jo-zu desu ga 
tenisu wa heta desu ‘Golf [marker ga] good be but tennis [marker 
wa] bad be’ = ‘At golf he’s good but as for tennis he’s bad’ = ‘He’s 
good at golf but he’s bad at tennis’; kanojo wa Furansugo ga heta 
desu ga Nihongo wa jo-zu desu ‘She’s bad at French but she’s good at 
Japanese’. 

CD7 Track 6
imasu ‘to be, exist’, referring to people or animals; arimasu ‘to be, 
exist’, referring to inanimate objects, i.e. things that don’t breathe. 
These verbs also convey the sense of ‘to have’: ‘Does a mobile 
phone / cellphone exist (for you)?’ = ‘Do you have a mobile phone?’ 
The item that we’re talking about is followed by the marker ga: 
tomodachi ga imasu ‘Friends exist’ = ‘I have friends’; keitai ga arimasu 
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‘Mobile phone exists’ = ‘I have a mobile phone’; shigoto ga arimasu ‘I 
have work’.
When we specify who has the item, or for whom an item exists, 
we follow the person with the marker wa: watashi wa shigoto ga 
arimasu ‘As for me, work exists’ = ‘I have work’; kare wa tomodachi 
ga imasu ‘He has friends’.

CD7 Track 7
kanojo wa shigoto ga arimasu ka ‘Does she have work?’; kanojo wa 
Nihon no tomodachi ga imasu ka ‘Does she have Japanese friends?’
yo-yaku ‘reservation’: hoteru no yo-yaku ‘hotel reservation’; kare wa 
hoteru no yo-yaku ga arimasu ‘He has a hotel reservation’; yo-yaku ga 
arimasu kara koko de tabetai desu ‘Because I have a reservation I 
want to eat here’ = ‘I want to eat here because I have a reservation’. 

CD7 Track 8
kare wa keitai ga arimasu kara watashi wa denwa o shimasu ‘I will 
phone / call him because he has a mobile / cellphone’: because the 
two parts of the sentence are about different people doing the 
actions (having the phone and phoning) we have to state both kare 
(‘he’) and watashi (‘I’). To make it clear who it is that I will phone we 
can add kare ni (‘to him’): kare wa keitai ga arimasu kara watashi wa 
kare ni denwa o shimasu.
Nihon no tomodachi ga imasu kara Nihongo de hanashimasu ‘I will 
speak in Japanese because I have Japanese friends’.

CD7 Track 9
kyo- watashi wa shigoto ga arimasu ga ashita wa arimasen ‘Today, as 
for me, work exists but tomorrow does not exist’ = ‘I have work 
today but not tomorrow’.
konshu- ‘this week’: konshu- shigoto ga arimasu ga raishu- wa arimasen 
‘I have work this week but not next week’.
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CD7 Track 10
When we specify where someone or something exists, using imasu 
or arimasu, the place is followed by the marker ni: watashi wa 
Rondon ni tomodachi ga imasu ‘As for me in London friends exist’ = 
‘I have friends in London’. (In this context ni has a different function 
from before, when it meant ‘to’ in the sense of direction towards.) 
With imasu and arimasu, when we specify the place, we have to say 
it before the item: hoteru ni denwa ga arimasu ‘There is a phone in 
the hotel’; kare wa uchi ni denwa ga arimasu ‘He has a phone 
at home’.

CD8 Track 1
-jin ‘person / people’: we add this to the name of a country to say 
the nationality of a person or people: Rondon ni Nihonjin ga imasu 
‘There are Japanese people in London’. 
Nihon no tomodachi / Nihonjin no tomodachi ‘Japanese friends’; 
Nihongo no hon ‘A Japanese (language) book’; Furansugo ‘French 
(language)’; Furansujin ‘French (person / people)’; Furansu no ‘French 
(origin)’; Amerika ‘America’; Amerikajin ‘American (person / people)’; 
Igirisu ‘England’; Igirisujin ‘English (person / people)’.

CD8 Track 2
koko ni denwa ga arimasu ka ‘Is there a phone here?’ hai, arimasu 
‘Yes, there is’. 
hoteru no resutoran ni naifu to fo-ku ga arimasu ka ‘Are there knives 
and forks in the hotel restaurant?’ iie, arimasen ga ohashi ga arimasu 
‘No, but there are chopsticks’. If we said iie, arimasen ga ohashi wa 
arimasu we would be emphasising the fact that there are chopsticks: 
‘as for chopsticks, they exist’.
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Tanaka-san wa imasu ka ‘Is Mr Tanaka in / here?’ Suzuki-san wa imasu 
ka ‘Is Mrs Suzuki there?’ hai, imasu ‘Yes, she is’; iie, imasen ‘No, she 
isn’t in’. 
sumimasen ‘sorry, excuse me’
jikan ‘time’: (watashi wa) jikan ga arimasu ‘I have time’; (watashi wa) 
jikan ga arimasen ‘I don’t have time’.
okane ‘money’ – the o at the beginning of the word is the polite 
addition, and this is how it is usually said. okane ga arimasen ‘I have 
no money’; jikan ga arimasu ga okane ga arimasen ‘I have the time 
but I don’t have the money’. If we say jikan ga arimasu ga okane wa 
arimasen we are making the contrast between having time and not 
having money. 
jikan to okane ga arimasen ‘I don’t have money and time’ = ‘I don’t 
have the money or the time’; Nihon ni ikitai desu ga jikan to okane ga 
arimasen ‘I want to go to Japan but I don’t have the money or the 
time’.

CD8 Track 4
denwa wa doko desu ka – or, more politely, odenwa wa doko desu ka 
– ‘Where is the telephone?’ We use the marker wa to specify who 
or what we’re asking about. 
doko ni arimasu ka ‘Where is it?’ The difference between doko desu 
ka and doko ni arimasu ka to say ‘Where is it?’ is that the form with 
arimasu (and imasu) stresses the location more than the form with 
desu: doko ni imasu ka ‘Where is he (located)?’ doko ni arimasu ka 
‘Where is it (located)?’; Tanaka-san wa doko ni imasu ka ‘Where is 
Mr Tanaka (located)?’; hoteru wa doko ni arimasu ka ‘Where is the 
hotel (located)?’
dare ‘who’: dare desu ka ‘Who is it?’; dare to shigoto o shimasu ka 
‘Who with work [marker o] do [question mark]’ = ‘Whom do you 
work with?’



CD8 Track 5
konban sushi o resutoran de tabenagara Nihon no tomodachi to 
hanashimasu ‘Tonight I will eat sushi in a Japanese restaurant while I 
talk with my Japanese friend’.

CD8 Track 6
watashi wa gorufu ga heta desu kara ryo-shin to shimasen ‘I am bad at 
golf so I won’t play it with my parents’.

CD8 Track 7
senshu- Nihon no tomodachi to To-kyo- ni ikimashita ‘Last week I went 
to Tokyo with my Japanese friend’.

CD8 Track 8
ohashi de oishii resutoran de sushi o tabemashita ‘We ate sushi with 
chopsticks in a delicious restaurant’ – in Japanese, if the food at a 
restaurant is delicious, we can describe the restaurant as ‘delicious’. 
kino- ryo-shin to takushı- de koko ni kimashita. Soshite keitai de 
tomodachi to hanashimashita ‘Yesterday I came here with my parents 
by taxi. And I talked with my friend on a mobile / cellphone’.

CD8 Track 9
jikan desu ‘It’s time; time’s up’; Nihon ni ikitai desu kara Nihongo 
o hanashimasho- ‘I want to go to Japan so let’s speak Japanese’; 
Nihongo o hanashitaidesu kara Nihon ni ikimasho- ‘I want to speak 
Japanese so let’s go to Japan’.
arigato- gozaimasu ‘You have helped me.  Thank you’.
Conclusion
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Here’s what people say about Michel Thomas:
“This guy is one of my heroes.”

“What a legend. I love his method.”

“Defi nitely the best way to learn.”

“Just after a couple of days I’m confi dent that I will be able to 
speak directly.”

“It’s the best way to learn a foreign language.”

“Totally life changing.”

“The Michel Thomas course is much the easiest to make progress with.”

“He’s the best.”

“A truly inspirational way to learn a language.”

“With Michel you learn a language effortlessly.”

‘‘The nearest thing to 

painless learning.’’ 
The Times

Millions of people 
worldwide speak a 
new language thanks 
to the Michel Thomas 
Method.


